Phi Sigma Kappa

Clemson University
Phi Sigma Kappa History

- Founded March 15, 1873.
- First chapter was at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.
- Cardinal Principles: Stimulation of Scholarship, Promotion of Brotherhood, and Development of Character.
- Approximately 74 chapters nationwide.

Upsilon Septaton Chapter - Clemson University

- Chartered at Clemson University in 2005.
- Follow the Golden Rule: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you”.
- Current Executive Board: Drew Bossi, Alex Geissler, Andrew Tousignant, Kevin Hynes, Adam Montague, Will Gioffre.
The Special Olympics International is the current service project of Phi Sigma Kappa.

Upsilon Septaton Chapter Holds an annual Polar Plunge event each spring semester in order to raise money for the Special Olympics of South Carolina.

Last year over $15,000 was raised for the cause.

Each member of the Upsilon Septaton chapter is required 10 hours of community service each semester to ensure we are giving back to our community.
Key Programs

- Phi Sigma Kappa Adopt a Highway: Upsilon Septaton Chapter adopted W Cherry Rd and Part of JP Stevens Rd in the Clemson University area in order to keep our community looking pristine.
- Each year we host a mountain weekend in the Tennessee mountains in order for brothers to bond and enjoy the social aspect of fraternity life.
- Formal and Semi-Formal: Each year Phi Sigma Kappa also hosts a semi-formal dance in the Clemson University area and a Formal that is a beach weekend event on Hilton Head Island.
Requirements for Membership

- At the 67th General Convention, Phi Sigma Kappa announced its brand new educational program for undergraduate members: Cardinal Journey.

- The goal of Brotherhood in Phi Sigma Kappa, the first phase in the Cardinal Journey program, is to integrate associate members into the chapter’s brotherhood through a focus on personal growth, genuine conversation and an exploration of individual and organizational values. This is achieved by educating associate members on the purpose and history of the Fraternity and discussing important topics and life skills relevant to college men.

- Upon conclusion of the program, associate members should feel confident as brothers of the Fraternity, leaders on their campus, and members of society.
Contact

- President: Drew Bossi
  - drewbossi@gmail.com
  - 443 756 7088
- Website: https://phisigmakappa.org/
- Instagram: @clemsonphisig